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EMERGENCY WANTAGATE UPDATE
by Tom Heneghan

COUNTRY PAYEES 'RECEIVING U.S. TREASURY
SECURITIES’
IMPLICATION THAT REFORM OF
FRAUDULENT FINANCE WILL BE BYPASSED
Friday 20 June 2008

REFORM AS SOLD TO AND APPROVED BY THE QUEEN
AND THE G-7 MAY BE SCRAPPED
PAYMENT IN U.S. TREASURIES WOULD AVOID ANY
NEED FOR TRANSPARENCY
By Christopher Story FRSA, Editor and Publisher, International Currency
Review, World Reports Limited, London and New York.
(snip)
COUNTRY RECIPIENTS ARE SAID TO BE BEING PAID WITH U.S.
TREASURY SECURITIES
We have authoritative written and verbal reports that the country payees are
being paid in US Treasury securities. The payments are having to be made
within an ultra-tight timeframe dictated inter alia by the de facto freezing of
the Citibank $6.2 trillion lent by Her Majesty the Queen and Prince Alaweed
of Saudi Arabia.
Yesterday morning, 19th June 2008, the Directors of Citibank were prevented
from entering their offices in New York. Separately, a Canadian lady, said to
have been representing The Queen, was flown under heavily armed guard and
protection from Canada to New York, where she arrived at Citibank, to
provide inter alia the necessary answerback that Citibank had failed to furnish
on 18th June, when all the other paying banks provided the answerbacks
required of them.
Among the payees who, it has been reported, will receive US Treasury
securities, is Leo/Lee Wanta.

PAYMENTS REPORTED TO BE HAVING TO BE MADE TODAY,
WITHIN THE TIME CONSTRAINTS
Our sources confirm (in writing) that these WHOLESALE payments are
having to be made today, on pain of ‘punitive action’, and in order to conform
with the ultra-tight timeframe that we have been advised applies as a
consequence of recent events.
A sanction hanging over the United States is that the Bank of England has the
option of freezing assets held within US dollar ‘offshore’ accounts held at the
Bank by US parties and others.
We understand on the very best authority that there has been grave concern in
US financial and intelligence circles that this might happen in the event of any
further malicious foul-up on the long-established ‘Never-Pay’ model: which,
being interpreted, means that the WHOLESALE Settlements have to be
implemented today.

PAYMENT WITH TREASURIES IMPLIES
SCRAPPING THE WANTA PLAN
By paying Wanta and country recipients with US Treasury Securities, rather
than in cash, it will be possible, inter alia, for the transparent corporate
securities account established for Wanta and his corporation, conforming with
the tight disciplines imposed by the US securities regulations, to be bypassed,
with the obvious implication that the Wanta Plan might not be implemented,
and so that questionable finance operations can continue below the radar as
though nothing had happened.
The whole point of The Wanta Plan, as sold to the Group of Seven (G-7)
financial powers in June 2006 and reconfirmed at their meeting in Northern
Germany in June 2007, which The Queen asked should be implemented ‘for
the sake of the whole of humanity’, was that geofinancial transactions should
take place ON THE BOOKS, fully taxed, in a consistently transparent
manner, minimising the scope for ongoing fraudulent finance operations
behind-the-scenes, whereby US holders of high office and associates enrich
themselves at the expense of the American people and the world.
However as the Editor now possesses written documentation and verbal
confirmations from the most reliable sources, who confide in us, that the
countries and Wanta are largely being paid with US Treasury Securities, we
deduce that the Wanta Plan, which we promoted with Wanta’s ongoing
enthusiastic support via our platform for a prolonged period, backed by

extensive documentation faxed by him to us (including multiple
correspondence from one of his lawyers to the President of the United States
and other top US figures requesting payment of the funds into the agreedupon corporate securities account with Morgan Stanley), may not be
implemented.
THIS WOULD MEAN THAT THE QUEEN AND THE GROUP OF
SEVEN MAY HAVE BEEN DUPED
Any such development would mean that not only has Her Majesty The Queen
again been double-crossed, but so have the Group of Seven financial powers –
and that the anticipated fundamental reform of the exotic finance system will
not take place, despite Wanta’s campaign, via our platform, that it MUST.
This would represent a disgraceful betrayal of 'the whole of humanity'.
The parties concerned would, we speculate, then take steps to dismantle the
disciplines imposed by the Basel-II environment, placing a version of the
false financial markets prospectus implied by the so-called ‘Paulson
proposals’ onto the US Statute Book early next year.
FALSE PROSPECTUS FOR FINANCIAL MARKETS IS THE
OPPOSITE OF WHAT IS REQUIRED
Indeed former Congressman Armey, who was Leader of the House of
Representatives during the Clinton Administration, was actually quoted in a
CNBC interview on 19th June 2008 as saying words to the effect that the
more the ‘Paulson proposals’ are out there, the more likely is it that legislation
will be passed to put the proposals into effect.
Promotion of this false prospectus represents nothing less than a carefullytimed sales operation, the intention of which is to put into place a new, 1920sstyle, free-for-all US financial and securities market environment, that will
then facilitate open-ended fraudulent finance against a background of minimal
regulation – the precise opposite of what is needed and what we promoted
endlessly in 2006 and 2007, with Wanta’s specific cooperation and blessing,
and on his instructions, which is:

• More regulation because rules and regulations have for many years not
been enforced in the United States, following the disastrous repeal of the
Glass-Steagall legislation fronted by former Texan Senator Gramm on
behalf of George Bush Sr. and Greenspan.
• Full disclosure right across the system, applicable to both source and
use of funds.
• Full disclosure of all other dimensions of market transactions.
We will issue a detailed rebuttal of the false prospectus calling itself the
‘Paulson proposals’ as soon as time permits.
THE CORRUPT EUROPEAN COMMISSION COUNTERPARTIES
A hidden rationale for this ‘phoenix’ plan to consolidate a so-called
‘principles-based’ approach to the financial markets is that the US criminal
classes have a ready-made secret 'Black' counterparty in Europe, in the format
of the institutionally corrupt European Commission.
Investigations by the Editor of this service have resulted in the surfacing of
internal European Union documentation proving that there has been a 700%
increase of EU funds over the past five years that are no longer managed by
the European Commission’s services, but rather by non-transparent
‘international trust funds’ which may be engaged in exotic financial
transactions.
As mentioned in our report dated 18th June, the Editor will be visiting the
European Parliament next week. In the course of this visit, one of his lines of
investigative enquiry will focus on these suspicious ‘international trust funds’
which we have reason to believe may indeed contain vast stashes of Euros
converted from dollar-denominated assets stolen in the course of the multiple
thefts perpetrated by US official parties that have been partially exposed in
these reports.
Separately, International Currency Review, Volume 33, Numbers 3 & 4
(consisting of 976 pages) provides documented proof of the double-cross
operations that have been evident for some time, apparently aimed at ditching
previously intended reform of the world financial system, in favour of corrupt
‘business as usual’.
FULL STORY
http://worldreports.org/news/143_country_payees_receiving_u.s._treasury_securities

“Al Qaeda is nothing more than an extension of the apparatus
linked to U.S. intelligence that was allowed, by script, to remove
itself as a rogue breakaway entity of the U.S. government;
allowed to de-compartmentalize from oversight, and was run
instead by Gary Best’s rogue black ops specialists for scripted
activity outside the U.S. government, with its funding being
orchestrated through the Pakistani secret police—an entity of
the U.S. government.”
~ Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

Lafayette remains at Brandywine and Albert Gore Jr. remains
the REAL president of the United States.

Non-inaugurated, duly elected
President Albert Gore Jr.,

Historic speech on “Restoring the Rule of Law”
Restoring the Rule of Law, former Vice-President Al Gore,
January 16, 2006 [declaring that the US Constitution is in
"grave danger" and accusing President Bush of repeatedly
breaking the law by authorizing warrantless wiretaps on
domestic communications]. RealPlayer, 1 hr. 5 mins. Watch
recorded video.
http://jurist.law.pitt.edu/monitor/2006/01/gore-rule-of-law-speech-acslc.php

TOM HENEGHAN'S EXPLOSIVE INTELLIGENCE BRIEFINGS
International Intelligence Expert, Tom Heneghan, has hundreds of highly
credible sources inside American and European Intelligence Agencies and
INTERPOL -- reporting what is REALLY going on behind the scenes of
the controlled mainstream media cover up propaganda of on-going
massive deceptions and illusions.

Homosexual gays and lesbians who are "IN-THE-CLOSET" are a
MAJOR THREAT TO NATIONAL SECURITY being vulnerable to
blackmail and extortion by self-serving, hostile entities against the safety,
security, sovereignty and best interests of the American People.
Patriotic, God-loving, peaceful Jewish People are NOT the same as the
war mongering ZIONIST KHAZARIAN Jews.
NOTICE: Occasionally the Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate
controlled NSA and FBI Division 5, invade this intelligence blog changing
or removing images, pictures and phraseology for the purpose of trying
to keep you, the American People, ill-informed.
Make special note of the pics and images they remove off these briefings
and/or are scrubbing off the internet.

GOD BLESS AND SAVE AMERICA,
LAND THAT WE LOVE
EVER VIGILANT 24/7
ONE NATION UNDER GOD

